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Introduction

Certain mysteries will always surround the figure of Luys Milan.  His is one of
the most original and mature of Renaissance instrumental styles, and yet he claims
that he had no teacher but ‘Musica herself’.  What were the musical traditions
that formed his style, and who might have been the instrumentalists who inspired
him?  We will probably never know.

He was the only published vihuelista from the east of Spain, —all others were
from Castilla or Andalucía.  The greatest of these came from a tradition which
held above all to the ideals of sacred vocal polyphony with clarity in voice-
leading and an almost ecclesiastical piety in the shaping of individual line.  Large
portions of their oeuvre are adaptations of vocal works—sometimes in
extraordinarily revitalized elaborations.  Much of their inspiration came from
the choral repertoire of the Franco-Flemish tradition.  Theirs is fundamentally a
north-south orientation.

Milan’s is basically east-west.  His book is dedicated to the King of Portugal, he
includes songs with Portuguese texts (the only vihuelista to do this), his book
contains no intabulations of works by Franco-Flemish or any other composers,
the tablature he uses is closer to what was common in Naples —with its traditional
contacts with Valencia —than the system used by the other vihuelistas, and he
also includes dances ‘in the Italian style’.

From El Cortesano, the book—based on Castiglione’s model—in which Milan
described life at the court of Valencia, we get some insight into the composer’s
character.  As a writer, freed from any kind of feudal formality, he tends to the
vernacular. It is primarily in the romance—more associated with the popular
tradition—that he seems to find his literary soul, and it is the romances of El
Maestro that reveal much of his musical soul as well.

Their accompaniments alternate consonancias (polyphonic or chordal passages)
with redobles (diminutions).  The latter range in character from fiercely aggressive
to gently caressing, and their use in the romances gives us a key to their differing
functions in his solo compositions.  The subjects of the romances—scenes from
antiquity, legends of the Middle Ages and battles with the Moors—all have a
narrative basis which carries over into the solo works.  The frequent fermatas
(calderones) in the Tentos and in the Fantasias de consonancias y redobles give
the listener time to absorb the full impact of the action.  They also imply a bountiful
freedom which is confirmed by Milan’s performance indications regarding tempo.



El Maestro is the only vihuela book to claim a pedagogical intent.  Milan states
that the solo works in the collection are increasingly challenging as the book
progresses.  This is unquestionably true: there are fantasias in the second part of
the book which are among the most demanding in the vihuela repertoire.  But he
also says that the first pieces in the book are appropriate for beginners.  Even
though Milan occasionally shows an elegant disregard for the norms of
counterpoint (some parallel fifths and octaves) and has a pragmatic approach to
texture (adding a voice for emphasis at will), there is sufficient three- and
occasionally four-part writing and enough complexity in the voice-leading in
these early pieces that one could hardly imagine a real beginner bringing them to
life.

For modern vihuelistas or lutenists interested in delving further into the world of
Luys Milan, there is nothing better than to play his music and read his performing
instructions.  For those who might find it difficult to unravel Milan’s commentary,
there are modern editions of this work (Schrade, Jacobs, Chiesa) which should
help to clarify certain points.  A study by Luis Gásser, Luys Milan on Sixteenth
Century Performance Practice (Indiana University Press, 1996) deals with many
aspects of Milan’s oeuvre.

Hopkinson Smith
Basel, June 2008
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